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Based on our preliminary examination of link
analysis work, we believe that investigation of
the relationships between our own inductive
inference research and techniques of link
analysis would prove productive, and could
yield positive, applicable results.

Like link analysis, our approach to inductive
inference has been concerned with observing
behavioral elements or entities; determining
how they are related within a specified domain;
and describing how these entities may combine
to classify or predict (even as-yet-unobserved)
behaviors. Both the analysis and inference
processes thus can define "all" the behaviors
within a domain or "all" the components of a
body of knowledge.

Unlike link analysis as described in [4], our
primary inductive inference research has
emphasized theoretical issues and results, rather
than specific practical applications. Yet we feel
that this theory can be adapted to the domain of
practice. A wealth of well-developed inference
theory, already defined in the artificial
intelligence community, can provide insights
into solving the problems of the newer research
area of link analysis.

Here we briefly describe some of our own
inductive inference research and results that we
believe may have potential utility in the link
analysis field.

Our work in the area of inductive inference
has centered on the analysis of information to
discover potentially-describable structural
patterns. By determining the constituent
substructures of a body of knowledge, we have
sought to define models of the behaviors that the
observed knowledge represents. Given a
selection of possible behavioral models we
might seek the characterization of a body of
knowledge that is "best" with respect to some
predetermined criterion. For example, we might
wish a model that is space-efficient, that is
time-efficient, or that requires a minimal
amount of characterizing data and/or behavioral
experiments to obtain.

Our initial approach to determining
knowledge models was developed in connection
with the specific problem area of grammatical
inference. There we employed a graphical

representation of linguistic behavior to convey a
characterizing sample of a language domain.
Analysis of the sample graphs determined
necessary component substructures, and
experiments determined their repetitive patterns
within the observed language structures. From
this, production rules were inductively
discovered, for constructing all of the correct
behavior in the linguistic domain. Through
appropriate choices of experiments and sample
data, we found the "best" linguistic model that
could be discovered was minimal, with the
smallest possible set of component structures
and the least possible number of constructive
production rules.

Achieving some success in the application
area just described, we examined problems of
knowledge discovery and acquisition in other
behavioral domains. We investigated problems
of machine design, determining techniques for
inferring minimal finite machine components,
and construction from sample behavioral
structure. We considered problems of
developing software component structure that
might produce a desired "correct" input/output
behavior (while seeking to eliminate production
of behavior that is "incorrect"). We also
considered the very difficult problem of
modeling arbitrary computations or phenomena
whose structures may be unclear or unknown,
where even the concept of "correct" behavior
may not be defined.

Substantial "ontological engineering" was
employed, as we sought to adapt our
initially-developed procedures to the definition
of a more general theory of knowledge
representation, discovery and acquisition,
applicable to these problem domains. In all
cases we strove to discover, from data or
behavioral samples and experiments, the critical
distinct constructs that define the way in which
elements of a body of knowledge should
"behave."

Our structural approach to the analysis of
knowledge has exploited artificial intelligence
techniques of graph theory, inference,
computational learning and data mining. As in
the case of link analysis, the primary concern of
our approach has not been the nature of objects
that combine to produce the behavior and its
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model, but rather, the fact that there simply must
be different and necessary categories of objects.
The production rules that combine the objects to
form the knowledge (and that are critical to its
models) are the constituents that our knowledge
acquisition method primarily has sought. (In
our original inference research domain we could
define object categories as congruence classes.
Distinguishing experiments on behavioral
structures determined the classes, and the rules
that described how, within the body of
knowledge, the disjoint classes combined.)

As is also a concern in link analysis, we have
found that in developing a general knowledge
acquisition procedure we encountered the
potential of enormous sets of observations and
the enormity of a "perfect" characterizing result.
Hence we have exploited minimization theory
(e.g. merging of "indistinguishable" substruc-
tures in a knowledge structure) and awareness
of reality in accepting an inferred result. That
is, when a "perfect" minimal knowledge
representation exists, providing a
characterization of observed behavior and the
prediction of future behavior, we have sought
the most efficient, effective technique to
discover it. Many finitely-realizable behaviors
can be so modeled [1,3], as is the case in the
grammatical inference and machine-design
problems described above.

But when no such result exists (or is
realistically obtainable) we accept an
approximating result that will sometbnes
represent the way that a specified information
system should behave.

Such has been the case in our software-design
research and our view of modeling arbitrary
computations, or unclearly-structured phenome-
na. We believe such approximation-based
"ontological engineering" is evidenced in actual
science, today [2].

Our interest in the area of link analysis has
been based on our theoretician’s approach to
knowledge representation/acquisition as just
described. Our contribution should evolve from
our extensive research in developing techniques
for structural knowledge acquisition. However,
we have also applied our theoretical work to a
number of "real life" situations that we have
encountered in that subset of our world that does
not involve inference of grammars, "correct"
software development or the design of
behavioral-realizing minimal machines!

analytical techniques to such application areas
as financial management and the detection of
voter fraud.

In the specific case of financial management
we have employed such analysis to determine
the "best time" to sell or buy appropriate
securities. While [5] has developed
data-mining techniques to select stocks from a
universe of compiled stock data, we have
utilized a multi-factored modeling approach.
Beginning with the standard "buy low, sell
high" we have expanded our model to combine
such data as graphical stock price-history
representations, seasonal changes, White House
activities (and electorate uncertainty), global
economic events, strike and merger news, and
the view on inflation taken by the Chairman of
the Federal Reserve Board. In developing our
buy/sell approach, we find critical factors ("East
Coast utilities appreciate in value in the Win-
ter"), and anomalies that non-monotonically
may cause a model to change ("Indonesian
currency problems cause stocks to plummet, but
if the Bell Atlantic strike is settled, its price will
rise").

As a Monterey County Precinct Officer
having served as Election Judge, we have found
a locally satisfactory model for detection and
prevention of voter fraud. This includes the
identification and linkage of critical factors
such as familiarity with community residents
and residence locations, roster data, absentee
ballot rules, citizen reports on registration
updates, and knowledge of challenge,
provisional, assisted and fail-safe voting [6].

Of course we have not inferred perfect
modeling results in either of these cases. But
our success in paying the rent, and in keeping
out of the local newspaper’s election expos6
articles, are proof that analytical thinking with
the identification and linkage of necessary,
critical behavioral factors, even if highly
theory-based, is an approach that is applicable
in the "real world."
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